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Chapter 32 
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1 INTRODUCTION: LOW CARBON 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CITY 
Cities consume more than 60% of global energy and that 
share is expected to rise with the rapid rate of urbani za-
tion now underway (van der Hoeven, 201 2). Cities' energy 
consumption, along with the reshaping and resurfac ing of 
land and the food and other resources they demand, lead 
to a similarly large share of global greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions, carbon-based and otherwise. With cities playing 
a crucial role in sustainable energy and climate systems, this 
chapter examines emerging efforts by cities around the world 
to shift to a development pattern with less energy and less 
carbon. 
As relatively new concepts, the terms low carbon city 
and low carbon development have definitions that are still 
emerging. From an economic development perspecti ve, the 
World Bank (201 2) posits: "The overall objective of a low 
carbon city is to significantly reduce its carbon footprint in 
ways that do not compromise a city's economic development 
potenti al. " This definiti on frames the pursuits of economic 
development and lowering carbon (i.e., reducing GHG emis-
sions) as potentially conflicting pursuits, rather than viewing 
the economy as a part of (and dependent on) a healthy natural 
environment. In a primer on low carbon development, Urban 
and Nordensvard (20 13) define low carbon development as 
" ... a development model that is based on climate-friendly 
Handbook of Clean Energr Systems. Edited by Jinyue Yan. 
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low carbon energy and follows principles of sustainable 
deve lopment, makes a contribution to avoiding dangerous 
climate change and adopts patterns of low carbon consump-
tion and production." This definiti on gives first attention to 
decarboni zing energy supply, and then to demand (consump-
tion and production), in the contex t of sustainability. With a 
focus on the city, Zhou eta!. (20 II ) define a low carbon city 
as" . . . a city that is actively and significantl y lowering carbon 
emiss ions, even as its economy is maturing." Thi s defini-
tion hones in on GHG emi ssions and suggests that in order 
to claim the title of "low carbon c ity," urban economies at 
any stage of development must be working toward substan-
tial decarbonization on all fronts. 
None of these definitions state a uni versal quantitati ve 
target, as low carbon development is a process that c ities 
are undertaking from di fferent starting points and circum-
stances. Nevertheless, we can look at scenari os of GHG 
emiss ions, desired climate attributes, and human populati on 
to consider: When does less become " low," and how can a 
city be considered " low carbon?" For a chance at a des ir-
able climate with no more than 2°C global average warming, 
an 80% reduction in GHG emi ssions from 1990 to 2050 in 
industri ali zed countries is the oft-cited target (Intergovern-
mental Panel on Climate Change, IPCC, 2007). A number 
of c ities have adopted thi s 80% reduction target, including 
London, Hamburg, Toronto, and Chicago (COP, 20 12). 
At the same time that dramati c carbon reductions are 
needed in absolute terms, populati on is expected to continue 
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to grow, making the goa l of " low carbon" even more chal-
lenging. Cal thorpe (20 11 ), taki ng into account population 
growth and the 80% reduction target, estimates that the 
average American will have to reduce to 2.7 tC02e per person 
by the year 2050, droppi ng to 12% of the 2005 per capita 
level. For compari son, the average American GHG emiss ions 
in 20 12 were 16.4 tC02e per capita, more than twice as high 
as the average European (7 .4 tC02c per capita) and a typical 
Chinese citi zen (7 . I tC02e per capita; EDGAR, 2013). While 
the variat ion across cities globa ll y and within each country 
makes it difficult to set a single absolute value that defines 
a low carbon city, the emission and population trends point 
toward the need for dramatic sav ings in urban carbon. 
"Carbon" in thi s chapte r is used as a convenient short-
hand fo r the two major, carbon-based GHGs emitted by 
human activities: carbon dioxide (C02) and methane (CH4). 
Energy use and land use-for c ity function s and food 
production-are the main activities driving these emiss ions. 
Activities in emit six of the human-generated GHGs recog-
ni zed by international agreements (including those that 
do not contain carbon): C02 , CH4 , nitrous ox ide (N20), 
sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), hyd roflourocarbons (HFCs), 
and perflourocarbons (PFCs) (UNFCCC, 1997). N20 is 
often emitted along with CH4 from fertilizer and manure 
in agri cultural operations. The remaining three flu orinated 
G HGs, which have a high global warming potenti al and long 
atmospheric li fet ime, come from distinctly different sources 
and do not occur naturall y (US EPA, 2013a). Sources of 
SF6 include electrical systems, semiconductor processing, 
and magnesium production. Refrigeration, semiconductor 
manufacturing, and aluminum smelting emit HFCs, and 
PFCs come from aluminum and semiconductor production. 
This chapter focuses on C02 and CH4 . 
Following the introduction of a low carbon c ity, we begin 
with metrics to articul ate low carbon development in more 
specific ways across c ity sectors. We then characterize key 
steps for low carbon development. Next are methods for 
tracking energy use and carbon emiss ions, as an inventory 
is a fo undationa l component for action. We then examine 
c ity targets informed by the inventory, and the connection 
of those targets to policy measures. The remainder of the 
chapter is devoted to examples of policy measures that cities 
are pursuing to save energy and carbon. 
2 METRICS FOR LOW CARBON CITIES 
In thi s exploratory time of shaping low carbon cities, multiple 
metrics and indicator systems are in development around 
the globe, from indi vidual c ities and city consorti ums such 
as the C40 Cities C limate Leadership Group 1 to inter-
nati onal economic organi zations such as the World Bank 
(20 I 0, 20 12). Although no international standard ex ists yet, 
there are common elements: quantitative metrics for defining 
and measuring the ex tent of low carbon deve lopment in a 
c ity and qualitative indicators for tracking progress in low 
carbon city management. The quantitative metrics may be 
c itywide (aggregate) indicators or sector-specific (disaggre-
gated) indicators, for example, c itywide tC02e emissions per 
capita or kJ energy use per m2 fl oor area in commercial 
buildings (Price et al. , 20 12). Qualitative indicators can char-
acteri ze or track the status of low carbon initiatives, such as 
the establishment of a c ity climate task force or the imple-
mentation of strong building energy efficiency standards 
(COP, 20 II , 20 12). Quantitati ve and qualitative metri cs may 
be combined into unitless indices or compos ite scores that 
enable comparison and ranking across cities, such as the 
Green City Index.2 
Table I presents a selection of quantitative metrics 
(i ndicators) being utili zed by multiple organi zati ons to 
characteri ze low carbon cities. These include aggregate 
and sector-spec ific metrics of city activiti es, infrastructure, 
economy, energy, and demographics that influence GHG 
emi SS IOns. Pertinent city sectors include power and heat, 
industrial , public and commercial buildings, residential 
buildings, transportation, water and wastewater, waste 
management, and agriculture and land use. 
Aggregate metri cs are useful in providing an overall char-
acteri zation of a city in comparison to others. For example, 
comparison of economic carbon intensity, C02e emitted per 
unit of GOP produced (or vice versa), shows Pari s with 
11 2 ktC02e per US$ billion and Toronto with 282 ktC02e 
per US$ billion (2005 data; World Bank , 20 I 0). A look at 
these and other c ities reveals that European cities generally 
have lower carbon economies than North American cities. 
Chinese cities typically have the highest carbon economies, 
for example, Beijing weighs in with II 07 ktC02e per US$ 
billion (World Bank, 20 10). 
To discern the reasons for these differences, and identify 
ac tions for low carbon development, more detailed, sector-
specific indicators are needed, such as shares of energy or 
carbon in each economic sector or the carbon intensity of 
e lectricity. For example, Chinese ci ties and provinces gener-
all y have a very high share of energy-i ntensive industry in 
their economies; Beijing has nearly 40% of its economy 
in the secondary (industrial) sector (N BS, 2009). Recog-
ni zing the strong influence of economic structure high-
lighted by this metric, Chinese c ities are encouraged to shift 
away fro m energy-intensive industry to lower-carbon service 
sector businesses as part of the 12th Five-Year Plan (State 
Council , 2003). 
Examin ing activity- and energy-based indicators and 
carbon-based indicators provides more insight into the 
driving forces behind a city's GHG emissions. For example, 
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Table 1. Metrics for low carbon cities. 
Sector Low Carbon Metrics (Indicators) 
City-wide (aggregated) Primary energy per unit GOP 
Primary energy per capita 
Structural and socio- Share of industrial or tertiary sector in the economy (% 
economic GOP) 
Share of energy in each economic sector 
Power and heat C02 per kWh generated (g C02e/kWh) 
Share of renewable in e lectrici ty suppl y(%) 
Industrial Final energy use per unit industrial va lue added 
Commercial and Final energy use per fl oor area or per employee 
Public 
Compliance with building efficiency codes(%) 
Residential Final energy use per floor area or per capita 
Compliance with building efficiency codes(%) 
Transportation Final energy use per capita 
Public transit use (number of public transit trips per 
capita) 
Kilometers of public transit per I 00,000 population 
(krn/capita) 
Water and wastewater Energy intensity of water supply (kJ/m3) 
Energy intensity of wastewater treatment 
Waste management Volume of was te disposed (landfill ) per capi ta 
Agriculture and land Urban green space per capita 
use 
Area share of urban fo rest cover, green space, and 
agricultural land(%) 
Source: Created by the authors using data from Zhou er a/., 20 I I ; World Bank, 20 I 0, 20 12. 
C00 per unit GOP 
co; per capita 
Economic carbon effici ency (GOP/C0 2 ) 
Income distribution 
Income per capita 
Housing affordability 
Share of green jobs 
Thermal power plant effic iency (kJ/kWh) 
Physical effic iency (energy per ton of product) in 
industrial subsectors, for example, iron and steel, 
cement , aluminum, and ammonia 
Green buildings or LEEO buildings or othe r 
cert ification ( m2 / total m2) 
Installed capacity of integrated renewable or C HP in 
buildings (W/m2 ) 
Space heating intensity (MJ/m2 -HDO) 
Green buildings or LEEO buildings or other 
cert ificat ion (m2/total m2) 
Space heat ing intensity (MJ/m2-HOO) 
Passenger energy or C02 per person-km (MJ/p-km or 
ton C02/p-k m) 
Freight final energy/ton-kilometer traveled (MJ/t-km 
or ton C00 /t-km) 
Share of alternative fue led (hybrid , CNG, EY, and NO) 
vehicles of the tota l vehic le fleet (%) 
co2e per volume of water supplied or treated 
Recycl ing rate (%) 
Composting per capi ta (t/capita) 
Area share of mixed-use zoning (res idential and 
commercia l) (%) 
transportation metrics on the life-cycle energy per person-
kilometer traveled (or vehicle mile traveled) show that public 
transit can use nearly six times less energy per passenger 
kilometer than private vehicles (Chester and Horvath, 
2010; SF MTA, 2011 ). This life-cycle transportation metric 
highlights that nonmotori zed and public transit modes are 
inherentl y lower-carbon than private vehicles, indicating 
that policies to promote a low carbon transportation mode 
balance are essenti al. Policies to improve private vehicle 
energy effi ciency and utili ze alternative fuels can help but 
are not suffi cient. Electric cars alone cannot make a city 's 
transportati on sector low carbon, just as internal combustion 
engine vehicles alone did not solve the congestion problems 
of London 's streets from the days of horse-drawn carriages 
(Jacobs, 1993). 
over time, or in compari son with other cities. All of the uses 
of indicators and metrics can inform target setting, policy 
design, and monitoring poli cy implementation over time. 
Metrics and indicators can be used for analyzing historical 
trends, and as input to model future scenarios. Low carbon 
metrics can a lso be used to benchmark city performance 
3 STEPS IN LOW CARBON 
DEVELOPMENT 
3.1 Climate action and low carbon development 
Low carbon development for cities is an intersection of c ity-
level climate action with urban planning, economic devel-
opment, and other environmental and social priorities. The 
emphasis is typicall y on reducing GHG emissions (c limate 
change mitigation). The Cities for Climate Protecti on (CCP) 
campaign by ICLEI -Local Governments for Sustainability 
has been a pioneering effort to exchange experience and 
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promote climate action at the local level , including develop-
ment of guidance materials and software tools. 3 City climate 
actions plans (CAPs) initially focused on reducing GHG 
emissions and enhancing carbon sinks, that is, mitigation, 
such as the City of San Francisco Climate Action Plan 
(2006). 
In addition, cities are often at the forefront of experi-
encing the impacts of climate change-including severe 
storms, flood events, heat waves, and drought-which in 
turn disrupt electric power supply, damage transportation 
and sewer infrastructure, exacerbate air pollution, and harm 
public health. Thus, cities have a direct motivation to incor-
porate climate change mitigation and adaptation into their 
infrastructure decisions and city planning. Over time, climate 
action planning is incorporating vulnerability assessments 
and resiliency planning for impacts already occurring and 
anticipated, that is, adaptation . The 2013 update to New York 
City's PlaNYC, "A Stronger, More Resilient New York," is 
one example. 
The integration of climate action with economic develop-
ment is still evolving, as economies face the postindustrial, 
postfossil fuel age. From Amsterdam to Austin, from Tran-
sition Townes to rust-belt revival towns, planning methods 
are being developed and cities are in the early stages of 
embarking on climate-friendly restructuring. This section 
focuses on the key steps for integrating energy and carbon 
savings into city planning and economic activity and closes 
with an example of the steps taken by the city of Chicago. 
3.2 Key steps 
Figure I summarizes the key steps utilized in low carbon 
development planning and implementation. These steps 
are taken in an iterative process, with ongoing monitoring 
informing updates in targets and policy implementation. 
While following the steps taken in order can inform city 
efforts in a systematic way, it is not uncommon for a city 
to first implement pilot strategies and then circle around to 
conduct a comprehensive GHG inventory and set formal 
targets. The most important step is to take a step. 
3.2.1 Commit leadership 
Because low carbon development permeates all aspects of 
city functioning , it is crucial to have committed leader-
ship at the top, a champion who can leverage resources 
and spur coordination among the many participants needed. 
Urban sustainability leadership since the 1970s by Jaime 
Lerner,4 former mayor of Curitiba, Brazil and leadership 
by former New York City mayor Michael Bloomberg on 

















Figure 1. Steps in low carbon development. Source: Reproduced 
from Zhou et al. , 2012. © Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 
and US Government. 
Leadership is not a solo endeavor, however. Formation 
of a strong leadership team, a team that incorporates active 
public participation, is essential for low carbon economic 
development. Elements of the team include (Moffatt, Suzuki , 
and Izuka, 2012) 
I. Champion: mayor or other community leader with strong 
credibility; 
2. Change agent( s): manager(s) who work strategically and 
interact daily with members of the team, to see initiatives 
through start to finish; 
3. Dedicated staff: staff across pertinent city government 
offices, with skills ranging from analysis and financing 
to communications and event planning; 
4. Community support group: representatives of citizen 
groups, NGOs, developers, businesses, and coordi-
nating government offices, who can provide insight 
and accountability and drive implementation of the 
initiatives; 
5. Knowledge partner: a research institution or university 
that can provide independent, long-term analysis and 
facilitate knowledge exchange with other local , state, and 
international institutions. 
3.2.2 Energy and carbon inventory 
An energy and carbon inventory first serves to quantify 
the main sources of energy consumption and carbon-based 
GHG emissions of the city. A typical city inventory docu-
ments energy consumption and other activities that generate 
GHG emissions in the following sectors: electric power, 
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industry, residential buildings, commercial and public build-
ings, transportation, land management (urban green spaces, 
agriculture and other land use), water, and waste. 
The inventory then utilizes emission factors to estimate 
C02 , CH4 , and other GHG emissions. City inventories 
may also distinguish between government-controlled opera-
tions and community (privately managed) operations (ICLEI 
USA, 2008). Details on inventory methods, data needs, the 
scope and sectors covered by an inventory, and comparative 
analysis of city inventori es are di scussed in Section 4. 
3.2.3 Set targets 
Targets for low carbon development can be overarching 
goals, such as reducing city-wide GHG emissions by 20% 
from the year 2000 to 2020. Sector-specific targets support 
achievement of the city-wide goal and can be set for multiple 
low carbon indicators (as noted in Table I), such as saving 
energy per unit of fl oor area or reaching a 75 % diversion rate 
of solid waste to recycling and composting. 
Setting the value of the targets can be done by bench-
marking the city 's existing performance for multiple indi-
cators against performance over time or elsewhere and 
identifying potential levels of improvement. To see what 
level of overall carbon savings could result from these poten-
ti al improvements, cities can forecast energy, GDP, and 
other indicators under different scenarios (business-as-usual, 
savings scenarios). Conversely, cities can back-cast from a 
scientifically advisable or socially desirable overall target to 
estimate the improvements needed in each sector. 
The depth of analysis in target setting depends on the time 
and resources available. If time is limited, quick and rough 
scenario forecasts can be used to set targets. If more time 
is available, targets can be set based on detailed analysis of 
potential savings from particular policies and measures (the 
next step in low carbon planning) . More detail s are provided 
in Section 5. 
3.2.4 Choose policy measures 
Multiple criteria inform the choice of policy measures, 
including the magnitude of carbon savings, the economic 
costs or savings, personnel capabilities, speed of imple-
mentation, and willingness of stakeholders. A rough 
screening analysis of potential poli cies, with qualitative or 
order-of-magnitude estimates, can identify a shorter li st 
of policies for more detailed, quantitative analys is. Each 
policy should have a clear goal and a specific connection to 
a carbon saving target. For example, a city with a high share 
of transportation GHG emissions may have multiple targets 
and poli cy measures within the sector, such as improving 
the efficiency of the tax i fl eet and enhancing the share of 
trips made by bicycle or public transit. Economic analysis 
of the policy measures can help identi fy the more cost-
effective measures for achieving carbon savings . Involving 
stakeholders in the selection and design of policy measures 
can garner better support for implementation. More details 
and specific examples are provided in Section 6. 
3.2.5 Implement 
Setting a target and choosing low carbon policies are onl y 
the beginning. The harder work comes with implemen-
tation. Active engagement among stakeholders is crucial. 
Engagement mechanisms are needed, including positive 
communication , training and guidance materi als, targeted 
publicity, easing administrative burdens (e.g., permi tting and 
reporting), and fac ilitation of fi nancing. Initial success with 
pilot projects or catalyst projects can help garner funding 
and ease implementation. For example, the Sustainable 
Infrastructure Finance Network launched through C40 has 
the aim of sharing successes and challenges with fi nancing 
to implement energy and carbon saving strategies. London's 
Green Fund and Chicago's Infrastructure Trust show by 
example how to leverage public and private investment 
(Carbon Disc losure Project, CDP, 20 13) . As city experience 
shows how low carbon measures can save cities money, 
the implementation of low carbon measures garners more 
support. 
3.2.6 Monitor and evaluate 
Monitoring and evaluation are much-needed components of 
the long-term process of low carbon development. From 
Chicago to London, cities making progress in low carbon 
development have earmarked funding fo r monitoring and 
evaluation and for reporting progress and updating the plan. 
For example, Chicago issues annual progress reports noting 
achievements for each indicator, goal, and progress toward 
the overall city target (City of Chicago 20 12). Cities partic-
ipating in the C40 cl imate initiati ve and reporting as part of 
the CDP (2012, 20 13) provide updates and insights on their 
monitoring efforts. 
Methodologies such as that of the eC0 2 Cities initiative 
emphasize change management, or adaptive management, 
informed by monitoring and evaluation (Moffatt, Suzuki, and 
Izuka, 2012). Management of low carbon urban technologies 
such as Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) in Curitiba, Brazil is a 
powerful example of adaptive management. Frequent eval-
uation by city planners and exchange of information among 
stakeholders-bus drivers and passengers, researchers, and 
city officials- enabled improvements in the BRT system 
and further achievements in ridership and cost performance 
of the system (A Convenient Truth: Urban Solutions fro m 
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Curitiba, 2007). Because the pursuit of low carbon c ities 
is a new endeavor, adaptive management is a well-suited 
approach. 
3.3 City example: Chicago's steps 
Table 2 illustrates how all of the above-mentioned steps come 
together in an iterati ve process for low carbon development, 
with the city of Chicago as an example. Years before the 
city conducted a carbon inventory, Mayor Daley launched 
initiati ves with multiple environmenta l and economic 
benefi ts, pointing the city toward low carbon development. 
Subsequently, Chicago set strong carbon targets supported 
with specifi c measures and monitoring, highlighted 
later. 
Table 2. Steps in low carbon development: the Ch icago example. 
Step Chicago Example 
4 ENERGY AND CARBON INVENTORY 
METHODS 
An inventory of energy end-use, along with an inventory 
of other GHG-generating activities (water, waste, and land 
use), serves as the basis for a c ity's carbon inventory. 
These activity and emiss ions inventories in turn serve as 
the basis for developing an action plan to conserve energy, 
decarbonize energy supply, and alter other GHG-generating 
activities. 
Cities face an interesting challenge of boundary setting 
as they track their GHG emissions and characterize the 
sources that generate those emissions. Cities straddle that 
mid-range spatial scale between facility and nation. Some 
large metropolitan areas are microcosms of national patterns 
Leadership Mayor Richard Daley shows early c limate leadership, launching tree planting campaigns in 1989, 1991 
Landscape Ordinance requiring green elements in c ity development projects, 1992 Bike Pl an, 1995 Greencorps 
green jobs program 
Leadership Team establi shed with the Chi cago Climate Task Force, including Research Advi sory, Finance, and 
Communications committees 
Inventory Chicago's emi ss ions in.vent01y highlighted that e lectricity use in the buildings sector (43.5%), space and water 
heating in the building sector (27.8%), and on-road transportation (20.2 %) are the dominant emiss ion sources 
Energy and GHG emi ssions are tracked annually 
Targets Chicago used detai led analys is and three main criteria to set targets that are 
I. suffic ient to avoid an adversely altered climate, as agreed by sc ienti sts 
2. advantageous for Chicago by improv ing the quality of life and boosting the economy and 
3. feasible given current technologies and resources 
Two overarching targets: 
25% reduction of GHG emi ssions from 1990 to 2020 and 
80% reduction of GHG emi ssions from 1990 to 2050 
Strategies Chi cago chose strategies in five main areas, plus acti ve engagement of the community: 
I. Energy-efficient buildings 
2. Clean and renewable energy sources 
3. Improved transportation options 
4. Reduced waste and industrial pollution 
5. Adaptation 
Implement Parm erships formed for each policy measure, for example, Energy Action Network of City of Chicago, Cook 
County economic development associati on. utilities and energy service providers, and 2 1 community 
organizat ions 
Govemment leadership: 
Public Building Commission energy efficiency improvements (fan systems and induction pumps) and 
water-energy savings (low fl ow aerators. showers, and urinal s) 
Chicago Area Alternative Fuels Deploy ment Project (electric and biodiesel) 
Chicago Parks District incorporating 25% renewable power 
Monitor and evaluate Evaluation of the Climate Action Pl an found progress in the first 2 years: 
456 measures developed by 16 Ci ty Departments and related agencies 
13.34 1 housi ng units retrofi tted to be more energy efficient 
393 com mercial and industri al buildings retrofitted to be more energy efficient 
20 million more Chicago Transit Authority rides annuall y 
35 million ga llons of water conserved per day 
1.8 million sq uare feet of additi onal green roofs insta lled or under construction 
Source: Created by the authors using data from Chicago Climate Acti on Plan (C ity of Chicago, 2008); Chicago 20 I 0 Regio nal Greenhouse Gas Emiss ions 
Inve ntory (ICF Internati onal. 20 1 0) ; and C hicago C li mate Ac ti o n Pl an- Progress Report 2008 - 2009 (C it y of Chicago, 20 10). 
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Table 3. City-level GHG emi ssions inventory methodologies. 
GHG Inventory Methodology Utilized by Cities Organizations and Timing 
Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories 
GHG Protocol-Corporate Standard 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) ( 1996, 2006) 
World Resources Institute (W RI) and World Business Council fo r Sustainable 
Development (WBCSD) (WRI and WBCSD, 2004) 
Bilan Carbone-Methodological Guide for Compa-
nies and Local Authorities 
Agence de !' Environment et de Ia Maitrice de l'Energie (ADEME, 2007) 
Greenhouse Gas Regional Inventory Protocol 
(GRIP) 
Tyndal Centre for Climate Change Research, University of Manchester, UK 
Environmental Agency (GRIP, 2008) 
International Local Government GHG Emi ssions 
Analys is Protocol (v. l.O) 
International Council fo r Local Environmental Initiatives (ICLEI)-Local 
Governments fo r Sustainability (ICLEI 2009) 
Inventory of US Greenhouse Gas Emissions and 
Sinks: 1990- 2007 
US Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA, 2009) 
Baseline Emissions Inventory/Mon itoring Emi s-
sions Inventory Methodology 
European Commission-Covenant of Mayors (2009) 
Local Government Operations Protocol (LGOP) ICLEI-USA, California Climate Action Registry (CCA R, 2009), Cali fo rnia Air 
Resources Board (CARB 20 I 0) 
International Standard for Determining Greenhouse 
Gas Emissions for Cities 
Uni ted Nations Environment Program (UNEP), Uni ted Nations Human 
Settlements Program (UN Habitat), and the World Bank (UNEP et al., 20 10) 
Local Government-Developing a Greenhouse Gas 
Inventory 
US Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA, 20 13b) 
Global Protocol For Community-Scale Greenhouse 
Gas Emi ssions (GPC) (Pilot v.l.O) 
C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group and ICLEI, in coll aborati on with World 
Resources Institute, World Bank , UNEP, and UN-HABITAT (WRI et at., 
20 13) 
of energy consumption and carbon emissions. Other cities 
have pushed carbon-intensive activity outside of their 
boundari es and consume the goods and foods produced else-
where. With their subnational scale, cities may have more 
permeable boundaries. Compared to individual fac ilities or 
corporations, c ities have a wider range of emission sources. 
As mid-size hubs of human acti vity, c ities may find it more 
challenging to attribute carbon emiss ions to activities within 
the city versus those occurring outside city boundaries yet 
still driven by the activities of the city. Nonetheless, at thi s 
mid-size scale, cities are well positioned to initiate local 
energy and carbon saving actions that can have a large 
influence nationally and globally. 
4.1 Development of inventory methods 
Methodologies for city- level GHG inventori es have evolved 
a great deal over the past decade. Development of national-
and fac ility-level inventory methods preceded those of 
cities. Methodology from the lPCC fo r national-level GHG 
reporting (IPCC, 1996, 2006), and the now widely accepted 
GHG Protocol fo r corporate (facility level) emi ss ions 
inventories (World Resources Institute, WRI and World 
Business Counc il for Sustainable Development, WBCSD, 
2004), along with several other initiatives, have informed 
city inventories. Ibrahim et al. (20 12) and World Bank 
(20 12) offer helpful comparisons of inventory methods. 
Organizations are. now teaming up to develop standardi zed 
methodologies . Table 3 li sts many of the key tnttt att ves 
in development of city- level GHG emissions inventory 
methodology. 
4.2 Scope and sectors 
An emissions inventory is a best estimate of emissions from 
acti vities in the city-not a precise measurement. The two 
main carbon-based emiss ions tracked by the inventory are 
C0 2 and CH4 . Emi ss ions of C0 2 are primaril y from energy 
consumption of fossil fuels, as well as from nonenergy indus-
trial processes (e.g. , cement production), and forest loss. CH4 
ari ses from agriculture (especially rice production), animal 
husbandry, other land use, industry (e.g ., coal-bed CH4), and 
waste decomposition. 
As some emission-generating acti vities may cross city 
boundaries, it is important to clearl y defi ne the scope of the 
emissions inventory, to know what emiss ions get counted by 
the city. Internationall y recognized inventory protocols have 
defi ned three emi ssion scopes: (i) direct, (ii ) indi rect, and (iii) 
associated emissions. See Table 4 fo r the acti vities generating 
GHG emissions in each scope. 
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Table 4. Energy and carbon inventory : GHG emissions scope. 
Emissions Scope 
Scope I. Direct emissions 
Generated within city bound-
aries 
Scope 2. Indirect emissions 
Owing to activities within city 
boundaries, generated outside 
city boundaries 
Scope 3. Associated emissions 
Scope Activities 
Direct energy consumption 
within the city (fue l for 
industry, heating, cooling, 
electricity generation, 
infrastructure, etc.) 
Transportation within the city 
Land use and waste 
management within the city 
Import of electricity and heating 
used in the city 
I ntraregional transportation 
Owing to city activities occur- City waste in landfills outside 
ring across or outside city the city 
boundaries 
Source: Created by the authors using data from ICLEI , 2009; US EPA, 
2013b; Local Government GHG In ven tory; WRI-WBCSD GHG Protocol ; 
IPCC Reporting Guide lines for GHG Em iss ions. 
4.3 Data needs 
Because low carbon development permeates all aspects of 
the city, data-gathering for the energy and carbon inven-
tory involves multiple government offices and organizations. 
Table 5 summarizes the emissions sources and basic data 
needs for an inventory, citywide and for particular sectors. 
Table 5. Basic data needs for a c ity energy and carbon inventory. 
Sector (Emissions Source) Data (A nnual , for Multiple Years) 
Energy data distinguished by fuel (natural gas, diesel, gaso-
line, coal , etc.) or energy source (electricity, wind, solar, etc.), 
along with activity data (e.g., industrial production levels, 
vehicle miles traveled, and recycling rates), are necessary to 
determine GHG emissions. The breakdown in energy data 
is also needed to analyze patterns of energy demand and 
identify potential areas for energy and carbon savings. The 
sectors could be further disaggregated if more detailed data 
are available. For example, the commercial buildings sector 
could be disaggregated by building type, from retail to hospi-
tal s and data centers. Industry could be detailed by subsector 
or process, such as cement and semiconductors. 
Energy and economic inventory. Starting with an energy 
inventory of the city helps identify not only greenhouse 
emissions but also opportunities for economic savings. 
Collecting economic data along with energy and carbon data 
further integrates the economic development aspect of low 
carbon development. Economic data may relate to aspects 
of government operation and infrastructure or to aspects 
of city economic policies that could promote low carbon 
alternatives. For example, Cleveland, Ohio conducted an 
energy audit and sustainability assessment of key city 
infrastructure, including public buildings and water and 
waste treatment facilities. The audit identified an energy-
intensive dehumidification unit in the water treatment plant 
that could be shut down without adverse effects. Shutting 
down the unit saved energy, carbon, and US$160,000 over 
a 2-year period. The Cleveland recycling program diverted 
CH4-generating waste and energy-intensive materials from 
landfill and saved nearly US$1 million over the same 2-year 




Population , city area, climate zone, and GOP (total and sectoral shares) 
Residenti al buildings 
Commercial buildings 
Transportation 
Water and wastewater 
Land use 
Waste 
Energy mjx of generation: kWh from coal, natural gas, oil, hydro, wind, solar, nuclear, etc. 
Electricity and fue l (natural gas, coal , heat, and others) consumption 
Electricity and fuel (natural gas, coal, heat, and others) consumption 
Building floor space and type 
Electricity and fuel (natural gas, coal , heat, and others) consumption 
Building floor area and type 
Electricity and fuel (gasoline, diesel, and others) consumption 
Transport modal mix and fleet efficiencies (feet, bicycle, motorbike, bus, light rail , train , auto, and truck) 
Vehicle miles traveled (VMT) on local roads, for each mode 
VMT on highways (related to the jurisdiction) for each mode 
Electricity and fuel (natural gas, coal , heat. and others) consumption 
Volume of water and wastewater processed 
Hectares of food production (rice and other) 
Numbers of cattle, pigs, and horses 
Hectares of forest cover and green space (existing, removed , added) 
Total landfill waste (tons) 
Typical composition of waste (organic matter, pl ast ics and other nondegradable materi al, and land-cover 
materials) 
Waste diversion (tons) with reuse, recycling, and composting 
Source : Re produced from Zhou er a/ .. 20 I I. © Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and US Government. 
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Infrastructure inventory. Finall y, including an inventory 
of a city 's natural and infrastructure assets, and institutional 
capabiliti es, along with energy and carbon, enables assess-
ment of the city's res iliency to climate change impacts. 
Investments in a subway system for low carbon transport 
would not pay off if the infrastructure is not designed to 
handle Aooding from climate-change- induced storm surges. 
Much work is still needed to incorporate infrastructure inven-
tories and vulnerability assessment into low carbon develop-
ment ; city anal ysis that incorporates both elements includes 
World Bank (20 I 0) and COP for Cities (20 11 . 201 2. 201 3 ). 
4.4 City inventories for low carbon development 
While other analyses have compared inventory method-
ologies across cities to help refine the methodologies (cf. 
Ibrahim et at .. 201 2), in the context of low carbon devel-
opment, we are interested in the insight a carbon inventory 
offers for action. Here, we examine the carbon inventori es 
of three citi es : Pari s (lie de France), Los Angeles, and ew 
York City (Figures 2-4, respectively). Each of these inven-
tories utili zes a slightl y different organi zation and represen-
tation of emission generating acti vities. The Los Angeles 
inventory presents energy and emiss ion sources (e.g .. elec-
tri city and direct fuel consumpti on in buildings). whereas 
the Paris and ew York City inventories attribute electri city 
and other emi ss ions to the end-use sectors. including res i-
dential buildings, commercial buildings , industry. transporta-
ti on, and solid waste. The more detailed the activity data 
on energy end-u se and resource use, the better the insight 
offered for energy and carbon sav ings. as well as economic 
opportunity. 
The Pari s inventory shown in Figure 2 is based on the 
Greenhouse Regional Inventory Protocol (GRIP) method-
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Figure 2. Pari' ( li e de Fran~.:e) G HG Emi ,sion' Inventory (:!005). 
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• Public transit 
• Wastewater and fugitive 
• Solid waste 
Street lights and signals 
Figure 4. ew York City G HG Emissions ln\'entory (:!0 I 0) . 
In the Pari sian climate action plan (City of Paris. 2007). 
the city utili zed the Bilan Carbone method. deve loped 
with the French energy agency. ADEME (2007). The Paris 
GRIP inventory shows the largest shares of GHG emiss ions 
from building sec tors (res idential 2Ylc and services 169£- ) 
and transportation (297c). In Figure 2. we cannot see the 
breakout of emissions from on-road passenger transpot1ation 
compared to public transit (rai l and subway) and freight. 
whereas the Paris Cl imate Plan presents greater detail. 
Two types of emissions are shown for the i ndu~trial sector: 
energy- related emiss ions in ind ustry and proce~s-related 
emiss ions (SF6) in industri al processes. together accoun ti ng 
fo r 12CK of GHG emissions in the greater metropolitan area 
of Paris. Solid waste yie lds ..J.Ck of urban emi~~ion..,. ~hereas 
the agricultu ral areas SUITOuncling the city cemer contribute 
12o/c of emiss ions. 
In comparison. the more sprawling cit) of Lm Angele~ ha~ 
a 38Ck share of G HG emi~sions in the transportation sector 
(see Figure 3). nine percentage point~ higher than Pari-; . 
Rather than att ribu te emi~sions from electricit) generation 
to end users. the Los Angelc~ inventor; call.., out the pt)\\ cr 
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sector: 12% from in-state generation and 11 % from out-
of-state generation. This framing of the inventory is done, 
in part, to connect goa ls for renewable power generation 
to the electric utilities responsible for meeting those goals. 
However, emissions due to acti vity in the residential (6%) 
and commerci al (3%) sectors appear smaller than they actu-
ally are, as those building sectors do not include electricity-
related emissions under thi s inventory method. The relatively 
small share of the Los Angeles res identi al and commercial 
sectors is also due to reg ional climate-the mild southern 
California coastal climate does not have the heating demands 
of the more northern and in-land French capital c ity. The 
industri al sector of Los Angeles is sizeable at 20%, the result 
of oil refi ning, aerospace, and other industry in the area. 
As " the city that never sleeps," New York City has an 
unsurpri ingly high share of 37% GHG emi ssions from the 
residential sector (see Figure 4). With a population density on 
par with Pari s (World Bank , 20 I 0), New York City's res iden-
tial sector claims the largest inventory share of the three city 
inventori es examined above. The commercial sector follows 
at 2 1%, and institutional (government or public) buildings 
are noted as a di stinct sector with an 8% share of emiss ions. 
The industri al sector for New York City comes in at 8%, 
compared to Paris at 6% and Los Angeles at 20%. A di stinc-
tion is made in the transport sector between roads ( 18%) 
and public transit (3%), highlighting the low carbon efficacy 
of multipassenger modes of transport. Along with the high 
population density comes a waste management challenge, 
2% of emi ssions from wastewater and fu gitive sources and 
3% from solid waste. 
In the rest of thi s chapter, we examine how metrics and the 
energy and carbon inventory inform target setting and policy 
measures for low carbon development. 
5 LOW CARBON TARGETS 
5.1 Types of targets 
City targets for low carbon development can be set as overall 
energy and carbon targets and for any of the low carbon 
metri cs identifi ed at the beginning of thi s chapter. The choice 
of metri c can be just as important as the value of the target 
for spurring action . Targets need to be reportable and measur-
able, so that progress can be tracked . Physical targets, such 
as absolute C02 emissions, energy use, or kilowatt-hours of 
wind energy, are powerful · because they can be measured 
quantitat ively and have a direct influence on the hea lth of 
the c ity. 
Intensify targets, such as energy consumed per unit 
of product or C02 emitted per unit of economic output, 
encourage efficiency in city activities along with carbon 
sav ing. The advantages of intensity targets are that they 
measure energy or GHG trends independent of production 
growth or decline and recalculation of target or base year 
goals is not needed if there are changes in product mix 
or production volume. In addition , such targets can aJiow 
comparison of enterpri se performance with other enter-
prises that produce similar products or with best practice. 
The di sadvantages are that as the target is independent of 
production growth, the level of actual GHG emissions in the 
target year is not set and therefore could be higher than the 
base year, depending on production trends (WBCSD/WRI, 
2004). 
Qualitative targets have their role. Acknowledging the 
establi shment of a low carbon working group, or the issuance 
of progress reports, keeps attention on the city's efforts and 
motivates participation. Economic targets are important too; 
the goal is to have a thriving economy that is low carbon and 
sustains well-being. 
5.2 Target setting 
Once the type of overall target is decided-absolute energy 
or carbon savings or improvement in carbon intensity of the 
economy-the next step is to set the value of the target. 
For example, Tokyo has pledged to reduce overall city GHG 
emission 25% from the year 2000 to 2020, while New 
York set a 30% reduction target from 2005 to 2030 (CDP, 
20 12). The city of Tianjin is targeting carbon intensity of 
the economy. By 2015, the goal is a carbon intensity of 
1.69 ton! I 0,000 RMB, 15 .5% less than that of 20 I 0, which 
had the target of 2.00 ton/ I 0,000 RMB (Wang, 2011 ). The 
target value is typically set by making forecasts of energy 
and carbon under different scenarios, based on city plan-
ning, anticipated population change, and potential energy 
and carbon savings. At least two scenarios are examined: 
business-as-usual scenario, and sav ings (reduction) scenario. 
For Chinese cities, the carbon intensity targets are predom-
inantly set by allocation of national and provincial targets 
down to the cities. 
5.3 City example: Portland's low carbon targets 
and sectoral goals 
By specifying sectoral goals for carbon saving, ci ties can 
strengthen the connection with city-wide targets. Interim 
goa ls help place a city on a path to achievement of long-term 
carbon saving targets. Table 6 illustrates the connection 
between city-wide targets and sectoral goals in the climate 
action plan from the city (and surrounding county) of Port-
land. Oregon. Portland 's long-term target-80% reduction 
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Table 6. Connecting c ity targets and sectoral low carbon goals: Portl and, Oregon. 
Overa ll City Target: Reduce C02c Emissions by 40% between 1990 and 2030 
Long-Term Target: Reduce C02c Emissions by 80% between 1990 and 2050 
Sector 1. Buildings and Energy 
Goal I. Reduce the total energy use of all buildings built before 20 I 0 by 25% 
Goal 2. Achieve zero net greenhouse gas emjssions in all new buildings and homes 
Goal 3. Produce 10% of the total energy used within Multnomah County from on-site renewable sources and clean district 
energy systems 
Goal 4. Ensure that new buildings and major remode ls can adapt to the changing climate 
Sector 2. Urban Form and Mobility (Transportation) 
Goal 5. Create vibrant ne ighborhoods where 90% of Portland residents and 80% of Multnomah County residents can easil y 
walk or bicycle to meet all basic daily, nonwork needs and have safe pedestri an or bi cycle access to trans it 
Goal 6. Reduce per capita daily vehi cle-miles traveled (YMT) by 30% from 2008 levels 
Goal 7. Improve the effi c iency of freight movement within and through the Portland metropolitan area 
Goal 8. Increase the average fuel efficiency of passenger vehicles to 40 miles per gallon and improve performance of the road 
system 
Goal 9. Reduce the life-cycle greenhouse gas emissions of transportation fue ls by 20% 
Sector 3. Consumption and Solid Waste 
Goal I 0. Reduce total solid waste generated by 25% 
Goal I I . Recover 90% of a ll waste generated 
Goal 12. Reduce the greenhouse gas impacts of the waste collection system by 40% 
Sector 4. Urban Forestry and Natural Systems 
Goal 13. Expand the urban forest canopy to cover one-third of Portland, and at least 50% of total stream and river length in the 
city meet urban water temperature goals as an indicator of watershed health 
Sector 5. Food and Agriculture 
Goal 14. Reduce consumption of carbon-intensive foods 
Goal 15. Significantly increase the consumption of local food 
Sector 6. Community Engagement (Public and Business) 
Goal 16. Motivate all Multnomah County residents and businesses to change their behavior in ways that reduce carbon 
emiss ions 
Sector 7. Climate Change Preparation 
Goal 17. Adapt successfully to a changing climate 
Sector 8. Local Government Operations 
Goal 18. Reduce carbon emissions from c ity and county ope rati ons 50% from 1990 levels 
Source : Reproduced from Zhou eta/., 20 11 . © Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory and US Government. 
from 1990 to 2050-acknowledges the dramatic reductions 
in GHG emissions indicated by scientific consensus (IPCC, 
2007). The overall city target of 40% reduction from 1990 to 
2030 is still a rather long-term target; to work toward it, Port-
land 's plan elaborates actions within a 10-year time-frame, in 
addition to the sectoral targets shown in Table 6. 
Portl and 's choice of sectors and goals is in itself informa-
ti ve. By designating buildings and energy as one sector, Port-
land is emphasizing energy end-use strategies for low carbon 
development. Goal I for that sector is an energy conservation 
goal: reduce energy use 25 % in existing buildings. After that 
lightening of energy demand, attention then turns to net-zero 
carbon for new buildings (Goal 2), supported by a strategy of 
di stributed renewable energy suppl y (Goal 3). 
The urban form and mobility sector emphasize the impor-
tance of urban design as a driving force for transportation 
mode choices and trip length . The foundational goal for the 
sector is to structure neighborhoods to allow easy access 
to most daily needs by foot or bicycle, significantly less-
ening the demand for motori zed transportation (Goal 5 in 
Table 6). Next in priority is reducing vehicle miles trav-
eled (Goal 6), which can be accomplished by greater use of 
public transit, carpooling, te lecommuting, and trip linking. 
Improving efficiency of fre ight transport and individual 
vehicles are subsequent goa ls, a long with decarbonizing 
vehicle fuel. By emphasizing changes in the underl ying 
urban patterns that influence mobility, not onl y incremental 
changes in vehicle technology but Portl and has also set a 
path toward achiev ing its ambitious-yet necessary-overall 
target of 80% carbon sav ings by 2050. 
6 POLICY MEASURES FOR CITY 
ENERGY AND CARBON SAVINGS 
Having identifi ed methods fo r inventories of energy and 
GHG emissions, and examples of future scenarios and 
targets, we examine policy measures that are already being 
utili zed by cities around the world to save carbon and 
energy and promote low carbon economic development. 
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The measures cover the spectrum of policy types, from 
cross-cutting fi scal planning for long-term infrastruc-
ture investments to sector-specific technology standards 
to community dialog and charrettes for neighborhood 
enhancements that encourage nonmotorized transportation. 
These policies may have as their focus one of the low 
carbon metrics introduced at the beginning of thi s chapter, 
such as the share of renewable energy in city electricity 
supply or the util ization rate of public transit. The city 
may lead by example, converting the city bus fl eet to run 
on renewable fuels or mandating highly energy-efficient 
construction of public buildings. To rai se awareness among 
the public and businesses, the city 's low carbon plan may 
include energy effi ciency labeling programs, information 
di ssemination programs fo r low carbon construction and 
retrofit of buildings , and climate education programs in the 
city schools. 
The selection and prioriti zation of poli cies is a challenging 
task for cities, because so much needs to be done to achieve 
dramatic carbon savings across city sectors, while nouri shing 
a climate-friendly economy. Criteri a for policy selection 
may include carbon saving potential , speed of implemen-
tation, first cost to government, city government jurisdic-
tion, personnel capabilities needed, and political and social 
ease of implementation. Cities that are making progress in 
low carbon development typicall y have a mix of near-term 
showcase projects, coupled with long-term investments in 
infrastructure. For example, efficiency retrofits and photo-
voltaic install ations in a public building offer an imme-
diate and visible sign of carbon savings to the public, espe-
ciall y when fo llowed by progress reports on energy and cost 
savings. Longer-term efforts for a BRT system, or shifting 
city power suppl y to 100% renewables, require earl y initi-
ation and persistent shepherding through the many steps to 
actuali zation. 
The fo llowing policy measures highlight low carbon 
development in four city sectors: urban form and transporta-
tion, buildings, industry, and energy supply. We draw upon 
city examples from China and the United States, Mexico and 
South Africa, Japan, and several countries across Europe. 
6.1 Urban form and transportation 
6.1 ./ Urban fo rm with mixed-use zoning 
From the perspective of energy systems and urban planning, 
deep cuts in transportation sector energy and carbon require 
an urban design that places people close to their basic needs, 
alleviating the need for motorized transport. While many 
cities establi shed before the age of the internal combustion 
engine intermingled essenti al services and businesses with 
res idences, car-oriented cities will need to shift to an urban 
form with mixed-use zoning. A low carbon urban form 
has human-scale, mixed-use neighborhoods where the 
majority of residents can walk or bicycle to meet basic, 
nonwork, daily needs (Calthorpe, 2011 ). Keeping these 
needs within walking or bicycling distance dramatically 
reduces vehicle travel, energy use, and C02 emissions (City 
of Portland, 2009). Rather than towering concrete buildings 
separated from daily needs of people, cities can gather 
together services, retail, recreation , and housing within 
walkable di stances and pedestrian-friendly configurations. 
For residents who must go outside the neighborhood for 
their job, safe access to walking and bike paths and public 
transit is needed for the work commute. Residents and 
workers-and their employers and the businesses they 
interact with-benefit from clusters of daily destinations in 
mixed-use zoning. 
6.1.2 20-minute neighborhoods: Portland, Oregon 
An oft-cited example of a city that has chosen a people-
focused urban fo rm, despite American trends to the contrary, 
is Portland. With only 11 % of the city designated as 20-
minute neighborhoods thus far, Portland residents already 
drive 20% less than residents of similarly sized US cities. 
Not only does the mixed-use urban form save energy and 
carbon, it also saves money on transportation. Portland 
Mayor Samuel Adams estimates that Portland 's residents 
are nearl y $800 million richer every year by driving less 
frequently (Maher, 2013). With more data and education, 
even more progress can be made. Federal agencies typi-
call y base funding on the amount of car travel, whereas the 
20-minute neighborhood zoning emphasizes "the trips not 
taken," that is, avoided car travel. The city has turned to funds 
from other sources for necessary infrastructure investment, 
such as path ways to the local market and school, retro-fit of 
utilities to accommodate mixed-use commercial and residen-
tial facilities, or connecting a community center and nearby 
streets with bicycle lanes (Maher, 201 3). 
6.1. 3 Complete streets 
Complete streets, also called "multi modal streets," promote a 
holi stic approach to urban transportation . Shifting away from 
an emphasis on private vehicle traffi c, complete streets aim to 
balance multiple transport modes and create appealing urban 
spaces (Vance, 2013). Des ign features of complete streets 
include signage and lane striping, raised crosswalks and 
pedestrian control signals, bus pull-outs, and traffic calming 
measures (NYC DOT, 201 2) . Rather than huge multilane 
two-way intersections, pairings (couplets) of one-way streets 
can provide easier crossing for pedestrians while still fac ili-
tating traffic fl ow of vehicles (SF MTA, 2011 ). 
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Even US Cities dominated by streets for automobiles 
are making a shift in their transportation mode mix. 
The complete streets experience in Memphis, Tennessee 
(population 655,000) is pragmatic and publicly engaging. A 
campaign in 2010 to revitalize the Broad Avenue neighbor-
hood led to 25 new businesses and a vibrant commercial area 
(Snyder, 2013). The sidewalk vendors, public street furni-
ture, bike lanes, and street calming were so successful that 
they stayed beyond the campaign. This positive experience 
in street redesign led to the passing of a complete streets city 
policy. The incorporation of bike lanes, improved pedestrian 
features, and better transit access were done with very little 
budget, by making the changes when street resurfacing 
was already planned. With this approach, over 50 miles 
of bike lanes were installed within 2 years. The complete 
streets improvements also have an important health benefit 
by encouraging walking and bicycl ing, an essential public 
health measure for a population with 60% obesity (Snyder, 
2013). 
6.1 .4 Promoting vehicle fuel economy: city taxis 
In Mexico City, taxis account for 35% of vehicular transport 
(C40 Climate Initiative, 20 I 0). To alleviate oil consumption 
and air pollution, as well as reduce GHG emissions, the 
municipal government set a requirement to replace taxis that 
are at least 8 years old with more efficient models. New 
taxis must have a fuel efficiency of at least 12.5 km/L (29.4 
miles/gallon). The local government provides a subsidy of 
nearly US$1380 per driver to buy a new taxi. To enable 
financing of the auto purchases, the municipal government 
formed a partnership with a local bank. The bank agrees to 
grant taxi drivers loans to pay off the typical remaining cost 
(approx. US$4950), with a development bank acting as the 
guarantor of the loan. The government revokes the new car if 
the driver does not repay the loan within 4 years. The first 
round of the program had a capital cost of roughly US$4 
million (C40 Climate Initiative, 20 I 0). 
Cities in the United States are also focusing on the fuel 
economy of taxi fleets. Because taxis are high mileage vehi-
cles, better fuel efficiency for taxis can achieve significant 
and immediate savings in energy and carbon. For example, 
taxis in New York City travel 80,000 miles per year, while a 
typical passenger car travels roughly 15,000 miles per year 
(New York City, Office of the Mayor, 20 ll). Utilizing fuel-
efficient taxis could reduce GHG by 296,000 tons, the equiv-
alent of taking 35,000 cars off the road. At 2011 gas prices, 
drivers of efficient and/or hybrid taxi s could save an average 
of US$5250 in gas costs per year. These efforts enhance 
air quality and human health ; improved taxi efficiency can 
reduce lung-damaging nitrogen oxide emissions by 71 % and 
hydrocarbons by 89% (New York City, Office of the Mayor, 
20 I I). This approach would also save on life-cycle energy 
and carbon in the fteet. 
Other US cities are taking a similar approach. As part of 
the Minneapolis city climate action plan, the city requires 
that taxi vehicles licensed in the city achieve 23 miles per 
gallon (9.8 krn/L) or better in local driving. However, city 
plans for more efficient taxis are meeting with legal opposi-
tion in some locations. Opponents argue that city government 
does not have authority to call for stricter-than-national stan-
dards. Law-making efforts are underway at the state and 
national levels to enable thi s type of low carbon transporta-
tion policy measure. 
6.2 Buildings sector 
The urban buildings sector-including residential, 
commercial, and public buildings-typically accounts 
for one-quarter to one-half of city GHG emissions. (Refer 
to the city carbon inventories in Figures 2-4 for examples). 
Cities have the authority to push for significant energy and 
carbon savings in new construction, as well as gradually 
implementing retrofit of existing building stock. Comple-
mentary policies and financial incentives can contribute to 
effective implementation in the buildings sector, with policy 
measures including energy audits, city maps of energy 
consumption and renewable energy potential, building 
energy efficiency codes, expedited permitting, targets for 
green building and net-zero energy building, more stringent 
appliance efficiency standards, and tax breaks on invest-
ments in energy efficiency or building-scale renewable 
energy systems. Here, we highlight three policy measures 
that contribute to savings in residential buildings, as well 
as commercial and public buildings: building energy codes, 
net-zero and green building policies, and building workforce 
training programs. 
6.2. 1 Building energy codes: from envelope and 
HVAC to design and operation 
Energy policies for the buildings sector high]jght the impor-
tance of demand-side management of energy for low carbon 
development. Building energy codes are one of the most 
important policy measures for improving building energy 
efficiency levels because they set the minimum requirements 
(i.e., baseline) for energy-efficient design and construction. 
Building energy codes generally apply to both new buildings 
and major renovations and to both residential and commer-
cial buildings. Although building energy codes are often 
developed at the national level as a model or baseline code, 
they are typically adopted and enforced by local govern-
ments. 
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Energy codes for building envelope and HVAC. Tradition-
all y, building energy codes dictate the energy efficiency of 
several building components: 
• building enve lope wall s, floors , ce ilings, doors, and 
windows; 
• heating, ventil at ing, and cooling systems and equipment 
(HVAC); 
• li ghting systems and equipment; and 
• water-heating systems and equipment. 
Design code for operational energy saving. More recentl y, 
new building energy codes have started to introduce require-
ments beyond energy performance to promote low energy 
and low em iss ions buildings. These new requirements 
include design and operational measures that he lp reduce 
the need fo r energy serv ices while maintaining the same 
comfort leve l (e .g., daylighting and cool roofs), integration 
of renewable energy sources and broader environmental 
requirements. In the United States, for example, most states 
in warm climate zones now include prescriptive requi re-
ments fo r cool roofs, which can reduce the ai r conditioning 
demand by up to 20% and reduce thermal heat transfer to the 
outdoor environment, in their building energy codes (lEA, 
20 13). 1n France, the 20 12 building energy code added new 
requ irements for designs that maximizes bioclimatic factors 
such as solar gai n, shadi ng, and daylight and the use of 
renewable energy sources including biomass and di stri ct 
heating where possible (lEA, 20 13). 
Building efficiency code in California . Adopting more 
stringent building code requi rements has become a policy 
foc us fo r regions and cities pursuing low carbon development 
because they can signifi cantl y and cost-effecti vely reduce the 
energy consumption of buildings, one of the largest energy 
end-users in the urban envi ronment. In the United States, 
Cali fornia 's state-developed mandatory building energy code 
known as Title 24 is considered one of the most stri ngent and 
best enforced codes. The most recent Title 24 code adopted 
in 20 13 requires 25% energy reduction in lighting, heating, 
cooling, ventil at ion. and water heating for a ll new construc-
tion (CEC, 20 13). Many tow ns and ci ti es in Ca liforn ia 
have-with the state 's approval-adopted energy ordinances 
requiring even more stringent building effic iency require-
ments than Title 24 (CEC, 20 14 ). The 20 12 Santa Monica 
Municipal Code, for instance, requires all new construction 
and substanti al retrofits to exceed Cali forn ia Title 24 require-
ments by I 0%. The city code also call s for the use of solar 
heating for pools, hot water pipe insul ati on, green building 
materials, and waste diversion (City of Santa Monica , 20 14). 
The City of Boulder, Colorado a lso adopted a loca l ordi-
nance requiring that all commercia l buildings must exceed 
the current model building energy code by 30% (US DOE, 
2014). In China, the major cities of Beij ing and Tianjin have 
adopted mandatory residential building energy codes that are 
more stringent than the national code. Some cities have inte-
grated other sustainable and low carbon practices into their 
munic ipal code for buildings . 
Besides directly adopting a more stringent local code, 
other regions have sought to increase the baseline efficiency 
level of specific building types through policies such as more 
stringent efficiency requirements for government-owned 
buildings. Several states in the United States, inc luding New 
Hampshire, Oregon, and Montana, have adopted local legis-
lation requiring that the new construction and retrofit of all 
state-owned buildings exceed the ex isting state energy code 
by 20% (US DOE, 20 14). Setting more stringent energy 
effic iency requirements for state-owned buildings allows 
states to lead by example and demonstrate the feasibility and 
cost-effectiveness of constructing more efficient buildings. 
6.2.2 Net- zero and green buildings in low carbon 
cities 
As juri sdictions responsible for setting building codes and 
issuing building permits, cities hold the power to define and 
transform the urban environment. City governments may be 
the single largest owners of urban space and users of design 
and construction services in the locality (Athens, 2010). As 
such, ci ties and the building policies they adopt can shape the 
evolution of low carbon buildings that are not only energy 
effic ient but a lso have decarboni zed energy and a much 
small er environmental footprint overall. 
Low carbon buildings have become desirable policy goals 
fo r low carbon c ities because they help achieve energy 
and carbon savings above and beyond those resulting from 
traditional mandatory building energy codes and voluntary 
building energy labels. More recentl y, policies at all levels 
of government have started to focus on promoting net-zero 
energy buildings with very high energy performance where 
the nearly zero or very low amount of energy required 
is met with renewable energy and green buildings with 
superior energy and environmental performance over the 
building 's entire life-cycle. Because nearl y all net-zero build-
ings require energy demand to be met with energy supplied 
by renewable resources, they also achieve significant reduc-
tions in energy-re lated C02 emiss ions, possibly to the point 
of net-zero carbon. Similarly, green buildings are designed 
to consume Jess energy, water, and materi als and emit lower 
emiss ions over the building 's decades-long lifetime. 
Poli cies that have been adopted to support the develop-
ment of low carbon buildings have included setting targets 
for increas ing the share of net-zero or green buildings and 
financial incenti ves to build net-zero or green buildings. 
Financial incenti ves help push innovative and green building 
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designs and technologies into the marketplace, while targets 
help pull these new designs and technologies into the market 
so that they become more commonly used. In terms of 
target-setting, the European Union has required its member 
states to ensure that all new buildings are nearly zero-
energy buildings by 2020, and the US states of California 
and Massachusetts have committed to achieving zero net 
energy for all new buildings by 2030. California's "Savings 
by Design" program is one example of financial incentives 
provided to building design teams to encourage high perfor-
mance, innovative conunercial building design that maxi-
mizes energy savings (CPUC, 20 13). 
Similarly, the city of Seattle was the first US city to adopt 
a green building policy in 2000 and has since implemented 
a suite of green building policies including mandatory green 
building standards as well as financial , regulatory, and zoning 
incentives for certified green buildings. In 20 II , Seattle 
adopted a Sustainable Buildings & Sites Policy requiring all 
new construction and major renovations of 5000 ft2 or greater 
to meet the Leadershjp in Energy and Environmental Des ign 
(LEED) Gold certification.5 From 200 I to 2005, the city 
provided more than US$4.3 million in financial incentives 
for LEED-certified projects with average energy savings 
of 35% (C40 Cities, 2014; WWF Global , 2012). In 2006, 
the city also began offering a density bonus incentive of 
greater height and/or greater max imum floor area for down-
town commercial and residentia l buildings that meet LEED 
ratings of Silver or higher. Lastly, Seattle 's Priority Green 
program provides streamlined and expedited permjtting for 
green building project applicants (City of Seattle, 20 14). 
6.2.3 Worker training and public outreach for low 
carbon residential buildings 
Training and public outreach is especially important for 
the buildings sector, which has the challenge of di ssemi-
nating information on frequently changing techniques and 
technologies among numerous small-scale participants. A 
well-trained workforce is crucial to energy efficiency audits, 
retrofits, installations of renewable building applications, 
and design and operation of efficient and green buildings 
that have increasingly sophisticated controls. While most 
workforce development programs offer short-term training, 
there is a need for longer-term, broad education training on 
low carbon building. Training for homeowners, construction 
workers, and building energy specialists must track changing 
market conditions, engage small to medium sized firms, 
garner funding for workforce development programs, and 
give attention to coordinating and sustaining partnerships. 
Kansas City, Missouri , offers an example of worker 
training and outreach.6 As one of the country's most 
economicall y challenged areas, Kansas City received 
US$20 million in seed fundin g from the US Department 
of Energy 's Better Buildings Neighborhood Program to 
promote energy efficiency and workforce development and 
training programs. As part of the program, EnergyWorks 
KC is creating new job opportunities where they are needed 
most, by increasing demand for upgrades and training a 
workforce to adequately meet that demand. For example, the 
Metropolitan Energy Center prov ides Building Performance 
Institute certification training to energy efficiency profes-
sionals. Kansas City also provided training to approx imate ly 
45 energy efficiency contractors, with a focus on marketing 
and sales to improve the ir business models. 
The city of San Diego provides another example of a 
training program for energy and carbon saving in res iden-
tial buildings. The city provides local residents access to a 
free training program in green building technology through 
the dedicated Sustainable Training and Resource Center.7 
This facility includes a weatherization simulation used for 
energy auditing with high tech infrared monitors; insulat ion 
demonstrations and applications; solar panel installation and 
maintenance; classroom fac ilities with a "tell-tale" pressure 
house to demonstrate energy sav ings and building envelope 
efficiencies; and a mobile weatherization lab, which takes 
training off site to any location in Southern California. A 5-
week program is des igned to prepare students for entry- level 
work in the fi e ld or to enroll in further speciali zed tra ining fo r 
HYAC mechanics, technicians, or installers ; building perfor-
mance or retrofit speciali sts; building control system tech-
nicians; energy auditors or home energy raters; and so lar PV 
insta llers. The program is intended to help di splaced workers, 
new workforce entrants, military veterans, and older out-
of-school youths. Funding for thi s effort, totaling US$ 1.6 
million comes from the American Recovery and Reinvest-
ment Act, grants from the state Energy Program, Workforce 
Investment Act, and state Energy Sector Partnership. An 
additional US$700,000 has been leveraged from contributing 
partners. 
6.3 Industrial sector 
Urban industry remains a significant energy consumer, even 
as cities seek an economic structure with high-performing, 
low-carbon service sectors. While decarbonization measures 
are relatively new for industry, industry and governments 
have a great deal of experience with energy conservation 
and efficiency measures . Measures such as energy audits 
and assessments gather essential information, while bench-
marking measures track progress and provide external 
compari son. Energy performance standards for industri a l 
equipment and products are strengthened over time through 
such programs as Stretch Targets, Reach Targets, and Top 
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Runner targets. Industrial energy plans target sector-wide 
energy and carbon savings, including effic iency and fuel 
switching. At a systems level, industry is involved in 
programs for material recycl ing and by-product synergy, and 
in the development of low-carbon industrial parks. Here we 
highlight two types of policies measures for urban industry: 
energy management and economic incentives. 
6.3.1 Energy Management Standards and Training 
Energy management standards are used to institutionalize 
continuous improvement in energy efficiency within indus-
trial facilities. As varying industrial energy management 
programs developed around the world, the International 
Standardization Organization (ISO) initiated "ISO 50001: 
Energy management systems - Requirements with guidance 
for use" in 2008, to provide more standardized guidance. 
The ISO 5000 I standard was published in 20Il. Because 
many industrial facilities do not yet have a designated energy 
manager, training provided by a government agency or 
an industrial association or other qualified organization, is 
needed to ensure that the goal of continuous energy manage-
ment is realized. 
Whereas standards for indu strial energy management are 
typically establi shed at the national or international levels, 
implementation and enhancement by local government 
supports industry achievement of the standards. In 2008, 
Shandong Provincial Government published a provincial 
standard on energy management systems (DB/T 1013 
Energy Management System-Requirements). This standard 
was piloted in eight provincial industri al enterprises since 
June 2008. In 2009, the Shandong government issued Guide-
lines on Building Energy Management System in Enterprises 
of Shandong Province, published Industrial Enterprises 
Energy Management System, and established consulting and 
evaluation expert teams. Also in 2009, China published its 
national energy management standard. After the ISO 5000 I 
was published in 201 1, the national standard was revised 
as the Management System for Energy- Requirements and 
User Guidance in 2012, in order to be compatible with the 
international standard. Shandong Province continued to 
provide training for energy managers and to assist industrial 
enterprises in establishing energy management systems 
during the 12th Five-Year Plan period (20 11 -20 15), to 
support China's national Top I 0,000 Program for industrial 
energy savi ng, 
6.3.2 Economic Incentives for Industrial Energy 
Efficiency 
Econom ic policy measures enable industrial companies to 
identify cost-effective and energy-efficient measures suitable 
for their operations. Economic measures include: subsidies 
for energy assessments that cover either a fixed amount or a 
percentage of the total energy assessment costs; low interest 
loans for investments in energy-efficient or low carbon tech-
nologies; and tax incentives, such as accelerated depreci-
ation on purchased energy-efficient equipment, tax reduc-
tions, and tax exemptions for companies that implemented 
energy-efficient measures. 
For example, Japan incentivized industrial companies to 
invest in large-scale energy-saving projects by subsidizing up 
to one-third of the total cost (with an upper limit per project 
of 500 mi Ilion JPY) of purchased energy-efficient equipment 
(Ayako, 2000). In the United States, low interest loans were 
provided in local energy efficiency programs, such as under 
the Energy Efficiency Revolving Loan Fund in New Jersey. 
Under this program, low interest-rate loans were provided 
to large energy users, and small-scale combined heat and 
power, with amounts range from US$250,000 to 2.5 million. 
Interest rates vary with loan terms of 3 years (2% ), 5 years 
(3%), and 7 years (4%). In South Africa, companies can 
earn a tax break by providing evidence of energy efficiency 
savings. To be qualified for the incentives, all projects need 
to be manufacturing related and must result in a minimum 
of I 0% energy reduction in the year that the investment is 
realized (liP, 20 12). Companies in the United Kingdom and 
Denmark can receive a reduction in energy tax if negotiated 
energy-saving targets are met. Under the French AERES 
program, companies face a penalty fee if failing to meet the 
voluntary targets. 
Innovative economic measures link end-use energy effi-
ciency to energy supply. Differential electricity pricing sets 
both the rewards and penalties for industrial firms to improve 
demand-side management. While the supply-side policy 
is set nationally, the demand-side effects are local and 
require local implementation . China began implementing 
differential electricity pricing for energy-intensive indus-
trial sectors in 2004. Targeted sectors included electrolytic 
aluminum, ferroalloy, calcium carbide, caustic soda, cement, 
and steel. Prices of electricity are set based on the energy 
intensity levels of industrial companies. As of 2006, 30 
of the 33 provinces in China had implemented thi s policy, 
covering about 2500 industrial companies. During the period 
2004-2006, a total of 1280 companies closed, invested in 
energy efficiency, or changed production process (Moskovitz 
et al., 2007). This policy was further adjusted to allow 
local governments to retain revenue collected through the 
program, providing stronger motivation for local implemen-
tation. Improvements could be obtained by strengthening 
monitoring, and by ear-marking revenue for further invest-
ment in energy and carbon savi ngs. 
Challenges in implementing economic measures include: 
preventing free-riders (companies that would implement 
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energy-efficient technologies without incentives), reducing 
high transaction cost for processing incentives, and verifying 
technology adoption rates and energy savings. 
6.4 Decarbonizing city energy systems 
In keeping with the overarching theme of the Handbook of 
Clean Energy, we highlight policy measures for clean city 
energy systems and decarbonization of energy supply. 
6.4.1 Renewable and distributed energy in Denmark 
Denmark is an interesting case to illustrate the decoupling 
of GOP from GHG emissions during the past 30 years, as 
well as decarbonization of city energy systems. By focusing 
on energy efficiency and renewable energy development, 
the country has managed to reduce GHG emissions while 
the economy has grown by almost 80% from 1990 to 2010 
(Nordic Energy Research, 2012). Owing to the fact that the 
country has little energy-intensive industry, decarbonizing 
the energy system is achieved mainly through renewable 
its energy supply, particularly electricity generation and 
heating. 
Decentralized combined heat and power (CHP) is one of 
the most important strategies that Denmark has utilized to 
reduce its carbon emissions over several decades while fuel 
consumption has remained unchanged. Denmark has one of 
the highest shares of district heating in the world. Approx-
imately 60% of its national heating demands is supplied 
(a) 
o Centralized CHP 
• Decentralized CHP 
Wind turt>ine 
- lnterconnector (AC) 
- lnterconnector (DC) 
with district heating. Today, more than 80% of Dani sh 
di strict heating and half of electricity demands in Denmark 
are produced at CHP plants , thus saving around 30% of 
fuel compared with separate generation of heat and power 
(Danish Energy Agency, 20 12a). As shown in Figure 5, 
Denmark used to have only centralized CHP plants located 
in large cities in 1985. Since the end of the 1980s, the 
distribution of CHP has changed significantly toward widely 
decentralized local CHP, totaling around 670 centralized and 
decentralized CHP plants (Danish Energy Agency, 20 12a). 
The largest plants are owned by large energy companies, 
whereas the smaller plants typically are owned by production 
companies, municipalities, or cooperative societies. 
The widespread use of combined heat and power not only 
saves fuel, it also makes it possible to use clean fuels. Around 
12% of all electricity produced in Denmark is produced 
from biomass and organic waste in CHP plants (Danish 
Energy Agency, 20 12a). Besides, the combination of heat 
storage and CHP generation facilitates the integration of 
wind. District heating systems are able to absorb excess 
renewable electricity generation in electric boilers or in heat 
pumps. In contrast, when there is more demand for electricity 
in less windy times, the combined heat and power plants 
can generate power and store the district heating in heat 
accumulation tanks. 
Denmark is well known for its high percentage of 
renewable electricity generation . In 20 11 , approximately 
40% of electricity was produced from renewable energy 
sources, mainly from wind, biomass, and waste (Nordic 
o Centralized CHP 
• Decentralized CHP 
Wind turbine 
Offshore wind turbine 
- lnterconnector (AC) 
- lnterconnector (DC) 
CHP =Combined Heat and Power. 
O'lly CHP plants W1ttl capacity over 0.5 MW are shown 
Figure 5. Distributed power: Danish power infrastructure in 1985 (a) and 2009 (b). Source: Reproduced with permission from Danish 
Energy Agency, 20 12b. © Danish Energy Agency. 
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A large-scale demonstration of a 
real-t ime market for distributed 
energy resources 
Advanced meters 
and ICT solutions 
enable small -scale 
consumers to offer 
TSO's additional 
balancing services 
Efficient management of real 
power system with more than 
50% renewable energy 
Bornholm will by means of a more 
flexible consumption participate in 
the demonstration 
Bornholm is a part of the 
Nordic power system 
Figure 6. Integrating renewable power: Bornholm EcoGrid EU project . Source: Reproduced with permi ssion of the EcoGrid project 
Consortium: www.eu-ecogrid. net. © EcoGrid. 
Energy Research, 20 12). Today, the annual wind power 
produc ti on suppli es more than 30% of the nati ona l e lec-
tri c ity consumption and it is estimated to prov ide 50% of the 
country's e lec tri city consumption by 2020 (Dani sh Energy 
Agency, 20 12c). To encourage investme nt in wind power, 
famili es were offered a tax exemption fo r generating the ir 
own e lectri c ity within the ir own community. More often 
fa mili es purchased shares in wind turbine cooperati ves that 
in turn invested in community wi nd turbines. For example , 
the largest w ind cooperati ve in the world is Midde lgrunde n 
offshore wind fa rm located approx imate ly 2 km offsho re 
from Copenhagen. The offshore wind fa rm consisting of 
20 offsho re wind turbines is 50% owned by the I 0,000 
investors in the Midde lgrunden Wind Turbine Cooperative 
and 50% by the municipal utility company (State of Green, 
1996). The cooperati ve ownership mode l for wind farms 
was developed in De nmark and wide ly spread in Germany 
and the Netherl ands. 
The transmission network in Denmark is di vided into two 
separate grids. The western Dani sh grid is connected to the 
European continental grid through Germany, whereas the 
eastern Danish grid is connected to the Nordi c grid w ith 
Norway and Sweden. The two areas have been connected 
through a 600 MW DC connecti on across the Great Be lt 
(A BB , 20 11 ). The Dani sh power grid is set up to pri oriti ze 
renewable e nergy before foss il fu els. Furthermore, Denmark 
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has an energy control center that is responsible for fore-
casting and integrating as much renewable electricity as 
possible. Although Denmark already has a very flexible elec-
tricity market to integrate as much as 40% of renewables into 
the power system, a new intelligent power grid is being devel-
oped to allow the integration of 100% renewable energy. It 
has a wide array of smart grid assets within test and demon-
stration and over 60 smart grid fi rms (Copenhagen Clean tech 
Cluster, 20 II ). 
The Dani sh island of Bornholm hosts a number of R&D 
projects involving electric cars, solar cells, energy-effi cient 
construction projects, and the development of an intelligent 
electri city system-all of which aims to reduce carbon 
emissions (Figure 6). The EcoGrid EU project attempts 
to demonstrate that modern information and communica-
tion technology (ICT) and innovative market so lutions can 
enable the operation of a power system with more than 50% 
renewable energy sources such as wind, biomass, and photo-
voltaic (PY). Speci fi cally, the project aims to increase the 
participation of di stributed energy resources, demonstrate a 
real-time electricity market, and exploit fl exible electricity 
consumption, including 1900 electricity customers and up to 
I 00 industry and commercial buildings (EcoGrid, 20 13). All 
houses have meters to register the consumption of the elec-
tricity from minute to minute to be used in advanced demand 
fo recast mode ls. Furthermore, there is an online customer 
feedback system installed to inform and motivate customers 
to change their electricity consumption behaviors according 
to the variations of electri city prices. All houses have heat 
pumps or electri c heating, and all respond autonomously to 
price signals. In 201 2, solar cell s, wind turbines, and wood-
chip incineration met almost 50% of the island 's energy 
needs (EcoGrid, 201 3). 
7 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
Even as the definition of low carbon development is evolving, 
cities around the world are choosing metrics, conducting 
inventori es, setting targets, launching po licy measures, and 
taking action. Information exchange among cities-whether 
one-to-one or as part of regional and intemational consortia 
such as ICLEI, C40, and COP- is contributing to the 
development of comparable methodologies and exchange of 
ex perience. Subsectoral metri cs, such as energy per person-
kilometer in the transportation sector, not onl y help cities to 
benchmark performance with each other, such metrics also 
help identi fy energy and carbon saving measures . lnventori es 
that gather detailed data on acti vities, energy, and economy, 
as well as carbon, better in fo rm targets and measures. 
Wider use of the low carbon metri cs and methodologies 
summari zed here, over a longer period of measurement, will 
help track progress and yield insight for future measures. 
From the city examples noted in the chapter, we see 
some common challenges as well as a rich vari ety of city 
structures and circumstances. The urban form of a city-its 
development patterns, zoning, density, and infrastructure 
design- has a profound influence on city carbon, particu-
larly on the transportation sector. Low carbon urban design, 
including neighborhood retrofi ts as well as requi rements for 
new development, is an essential strategy for reducing trans-
portation emissions. With urban fo rm as the fo undation, 
other transportation measures can contribute further energy 
and carbon savings: prioriti zation of people and bicycles 
on complete streets, enhancement of public transit systems 
including BRT, and for the vehicles that remain, improved 
effi ciencies and alternative energy sources. 
City buildings, whether res idential, commercial, or public, 
typically account for one-quarter to one-half of city GHG 
emissions. Cities have the authority to push for signi fica nt 
savings through net-zero energy (or carbon) buildi ngs in 
new construction, as well as gradually implementing retrofi t 
of existing building stock. Supporting measures and fi nan-
cial incentives help successful implementation and include 
energy audits, tax breaks on investments in energy effic iency 
or building-scale renewable energy systems, and expedited 
permitting. 
The innovation occurri ng in city-level low carbon devel-
opment is encouraging, yet much more effort is needed. 
Making a stronger connection between low carbon measures 
and economic development measures can surely help garner 
support and leverage funding. Adopting a systems view 
of energy can help cities better priori tize measures and 
di stinguish between incremental improvements-such as 
installing energy-effi cient windows-and more signi fica nt 
structure-changing measures-such as net-zero energy 
buildings with passive heating and cooling, clustered in a 
mi xed-use neighborhood of wa lkable destinations. Analysis 
and policy measures to address life-cycle energy and carbon 
is an emerging direction. Another trend in low carbon city 
development is integration of climate res iliency, air quality 
improvement, and other environmental and ecological goals, 
with energy and carbon saving. Finall y, cities are fi rst and 
foremost places where people li ve. Any efforts at low carbon 
development must also contribute to social well -being to be 
successful. 
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ENDNOTES 
l. For more information on the C40 Cities Climate Lead-
ership Group, see http://www.c40.org/. 
2. Methodology and rankings of the Green City 
Index, developed by Siemens, is availab le at 
http://www.siemens.com/entry/cc/enlgreencityindex. 
htm. 
3. For more about ICLEI initiatives and tools , see 
http:/ /www.iclei usa. org/acti on-center/p Ianni ng/ eli mate-
action-planning. 
4. For a video summary of sustainability and 
economic development achievements in the city of 
Curitiba, Brazil , see http://www.ted.com/talks/j aime_ 
lerner_s ings_of_the_city.html. 
5. LEED is a voluntary green building certification and 
rating program administered by the US Green Building 
Council , with four certification levels of LEED certified 
(lowest) , Silver, Gold, and Platinum (highest). 
6. For more information about the example of 
building workforce trammg m Kansas City, 
see the case study by US DOE Energy Effi-
ciency and Renewable Energy (EERE) division: 
http://www l .eere.energy.gov/buildings/betterbuildings/ 
neigh borhoods/kansas_city _profile .html . 
7. For more information about the green building training 
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